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If a graph G is the union of two graphs Gr and Gz, then the chromatic number x(G) 
satisfies x(G)<x(G~).x(G~). In the case where both Gr and G2 are forests, this 
inequality yields x(G) < 4. The complete graph K4 which is the union of two paths of 
length 3 shows that this bound is best possible. By a star forest we mean a forest not 
containing a path of length 3 (i.e. a path with 3 edges) as a subgraph. The purpose of 
this communication is to prove Theorem 1 which provides an affirmative solution to 
a colouring problem of Sauer [l]. 
Theorem 1. Every graph which is the union of a forest and a star forest is 3-colourable. 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of a more general result, namely Theorem 2, which 
provides a colouring criterion for tree-like graphs. We need some preparation. 
The graphs considered are finite, undirected and without loops and multiple edges. 
The set of vertices and the set of edges of a graph G are denoted by V(G) and E(G), 
respectively. An edge of G joining the two distinct vertices x, YE V(G) is denoted by xy 
or yx, and the two vertices x and y are said to be adjacent in G. For x~k’(G), let 
N(x: G) denote the set of all vertices in G which are adjacent to x in G. The degree 
of x with respect to G is deg(x: G)= IN(x: G)l, where IAl denotes the cardinality of 
the set A. Let Xc I’(G). The subgraph of G induced by X is denoted by 
G[X], i.e., V(G[X])=X and E(G[X])={~CE(G)I e=xy and x, YEX); further, 
G -X:= G [ V(G) -Xl. Moreover, G(X/a) denotes the graph obtained from G-X by 
adding a new vertex a and joining a to every vertex of G -X which is adjacent to some 
vertex of X in G. For any graphs Gr and Gz, let G = G1 uGz denote the union of G1 
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and G1, i.e., V(G)= V(G,)uV(G,) and E(G)=E(G,)uE(G,). The set of all compon- 
ents (maximal connected subgraphs) of a graph G is denoted by x(G). 
A (proper) k-colouring of a graph G is a mappingf of V(G) into the (colour-) set 
{I,..., k}, k> 1, such thatf(x) #f(y) for any two adjacent vertices x, ye V(G). The set 
of all k-colourings of G is denoted by V,(G). A graph G which admits a k-colouring is 
called k-colourable. The chromatic number x(G) of G is the smallest integer k with 
%‘k(G)f0. 
Two colouringsf, gE’Zk(G) are called equivalent (briefly,f-g) iff, for all x, ye V(G), 
f(x)=f(y) iff g(x)=g(y). Let G’ be a subgraph of G, ~E%?~(G’) and ~E%?~(G). If
f(x) =f(x) for all XE V(G’), then we call f an extension off’ onto G and f’ a restriction 
off to G’ (briefly, f’=f IGo. 
Let F be a graph and k > 3 an integer. A graph G is called a (k, F, R, S)-graph iff 
(l.l)-(1.5) hold. 
(1.1) V(G)= V(F) and E(F)sE(G). 
(1.2) V(G)=RuS where RnS=0. 
(1.3) For every XcR, G[X]E%(G[R]) iff F[X]IZ%?(F[R]). 
(1.4) G[S] = F[S]. 
(1.5) For every SES, JN(s:G)-N(s:F)I<k-2. 
Consider a graph G = FuF’, where F is a forest and F’ is a star forest. We may 
assume V(G)= V(F)= V(F’) (otherwise we add to F or 8” some isolated vertices). 
From every component TE%(F’) we choose an arbitrary vertex of T if 1 V(T)1 < 2 or 
the unique vertex of degree > 2 in T. Let R denote the set of all these vertices, and put 
S:= V(F) - R = V(G) - R. It then follows easily that G is a (3, F, R, S)-graph. More- 
over, G[R] = F [R] implying x(G[R])<2. Therefore, Theorem 1 is an immediate 
consequence of statement (2.1) of the following result. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a (k, F, R, S)-graph, where F is an arbitrary forest and k B 3 is an 
integer. Then the following statements hold. 
(2.1) Zf x(G[R])<k, then X(G)dk. 
(2.2) Zf f&?,(G[R]), then there is a gEek(G) satisfying glHwf IH for euery 
H&?(G[R]). 
Proof. For R = 0, we have G = G [S] = F [S] = F (see (1.2) and (1.4)), and the theorem is 
obviously true. Whence, we may assume R #8. Since %JG[R])#@ iff X(G[R])< k, 
(2.1) is an immediate consequence of (2.2). We shall prove (2.2) by induction on ISI. 
In what follows, let G denote a (k, F, R, S)-graph where F is a forest, R #8 and k 2 3 
is an integer. Moreover, we may assume Vk(G[R])#@ since otherwise (2.2) is 
evidently true. 
If IS I = 0, then G = G [R] and (2.2) holds trivially for g =K Now suppose IS I > 1. First 
we introduce another concept. 
Let sES,rI, . . . ,r,ER and HI, . . . , H,E%(G[R]), n> 1. Then we call the sequence 
(s, r l,...,r,,H1,... , H,) a reductionfigure in G iff the following three statements hold: 
(3.1) For i= 1, . . . , n we have riEN(s: G)n V(Ht). 
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(3.2) For 1 d i <j < n, Hi # Hj and there is no path in F’= F - (s} joining a vertex of 
Hi with a vertex of Hj. 
(3.3) lN(s:G)-{r, ,..., r,}l<k-2. 
For the proof of (2.2) we distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: There is a reduction jigure (so, rl, . . . , r,, HI, . . . , H,) in G. 
Let X={r, ,..., r,}, %?=(HI ,..., H,}, G’=G-{so}, F’=F-{so} and 
H’= H1u...uH.. Moreover, put Go = G’(X/a), F” = F’(X/a), Ho = H/(X/a), 
R” =(R -X)u{a} and So = S- {so}. Clearly, X is an independent set in G and, 
therefore, also in F’ and H’. It follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that F” is a forest where 
V(F”) = V(G”) = R”uSo and E(F’)& E(G’). Furthermore, we have 
F”[Ro] = F’(X/a) [R’] = F [R](X/a), 
G”[Ro] = G’(X/a)[R’] = G[R](X/a) 
and, because of (1.4) 
F’[S’]=F[S]-{s’}=G[S]-(s”}=Go[So]. 
Clearly, .X(G”[Ro])=(A?(GIR])-.X’)u{H’}. It then follows easily that Go is 
a (k, F”, R”, So)-graph where ISo I= ISI - 1. 
Now, consider a given k-colouring fof G[R]. Then, clearly, there is af’&?k(G[R]) 
satisfying f’lH -flH for all HE~(G[R]) and f’(rl)=...=f(r,). Since 
Go [R’] = G [R] (X/a), this yields a colouringf’ EV~(G’ CR’]) such thatf’(r) ‘f’(r) for 
all rEV(G’[R’])-{a}= V(G[R])-X andf’(a)=f(r,)=...=f(r,). 
Applying induction to Go andf”&Yk(Go[Ro]) we obtain a gO&Zk(Go) satisfying 
gOIHwfolH for every HE~(G~[R~])=(~(G[R])-%?)u{H,). Since G”=G’(X/a) 
and X is an independent set in G’= G- {so}, there is a g’@Zk(G’) satisfying 
g’(x)=g(x) for all xgV(G’)-X and g’(rl)=...=g’(r,)=go(a). This and (3.3) 
imply Ig’(N(s’:G))I Q k- 1, whence g’ can be extended to some gEgk(G), i.e., 
9’ = SIC,. It is easy to show that glHmflH for every HeZ”(G[R])= 
(~(~°CRoI)-(Ho})~{H,, . . . ,H,). 
Thus (2.2) is proved in this case. 
Case 2: There is no reduction$gure in G. 
We need some further notation. For SES, let .K, denote the set of all components 
HE~(G[R]) such that srEE(F) for some rE V(H). Note that (1.3) implies that such 
a vertex r is, in fact, uniquely determined. A component H of G[R] is called an 
end-component iff HE~?~ for at most one vertex SES, i.e., there is at most one vertex in 
S which is adjacent to some vertex of H in F. 
First, assume that deg(s: G)< k- 1 for some vertex SES. Then G’=G-{s} is 
a (k, F’, R, S’)-graph where F’= F - {s} is a forest, S’= S - (s} and G’[R] = G[R]. 
Consider a given colouringfE%k(GIR]). By induction, there is a g’&ZJG’) satisfying 
g’lH -flH for every Hex(G[R]). Since the assumption implies lg’(N(s: G))l <k - 1, the 
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colouring g’ can be extended to a k-colouring g of G, i.e. g’=glo, Clearly, 
glH=g’lH~flH for every HEX(G[R]). Therefore, in what follows we may assume that 
deg(s: G) > k holds for all ES. In particular, this and (1.5) imply deg(s: F) 2 2 for all 
SES. Therefore, 
every end-vertex of F belongs to R. (*) 
Next, we claim that deg(s: F [S]) 2 1 for every ES. Suppose, to the contrary, that we 
have deg(s:F[S])=O for some vertex ES. Set N(s:F)={r,, . . . ,r,}, n>2 (see above). 
Then N(s:F)sR and, therefore, for every i~{l, . . ..n} there is an H,EX(G[R]) 
containing ri where Hi#Hj for i#j. Clearly, the sequence (s, ri, . . . , r,, HI, . . . ,H,) 
satisfies (3.1) and, because of (1.3) also (3.2). Since N(s: F)= {II, . . . , r,}, (1.5) reduces to 
(3.3). That is, we have a reduction figure in G. This contradicts the assumption of 
Case 2. Therefore, deg(s: F[S])> 1 for every SES. 
From this and (*) it now follows easily that there is an S’ES such that 
deg(s’:F[S])= 1 and every HEX~, is an end-component (see also (1.3)). Set 
&={H; ,..., Hh}and,fori=l,... , n, let r; denote the unique vertex of Hi adjacent to 
s’ in F. Moreover, set R,, = N(s’: G) - N(s’: F). Clearly, 
N(s’:G)={r;,..., r$}uR,,uN(s’:F[S]). 
If IRJ<k-3, then IN(s’:G)-{r;, .,. ,rL}Idk-2implyingthat(s’,r’, ,..., rk,H; ,..., Hb) 
is a reduction figure in G. This contradiction to the assumption of Case 2 and (1.5) 
imply that IRJ = k-22 1. If R,,$ V(H;)u...u V(Hh), then there is a vertex 
r’ER,,nV(H’)for someH’EX(G[R])-XSS. Every H:EX(G[R])(~=~, . . . ,n) being an 
end-component, this implies that (s’, r\, . . . , rh, r’, H;, . . . , Hb, H’) is a reduction figure in 
G. This repeated contradiction shows that R,, s V(H;)u~~~u V(H:,). Set 
H’=G[V(H;) u...uV(H~)u{s’}], R’=Ru{s’} and S”=S-{s’). Using (1.3), we 
obtain 
H”~X(GIRo]), FIV(H”)]~X(FIRo]) 
and 
X(G[R’])=(X(G[R])-&)u{H”}. 
It now follows easily that G is a (k, F, R”, So)-graph. Now consider a given colouring 
~E%‘~(G[R]). Then, clearly, there is a colouringf’&‘JG[R]) such thatf’l,-fl, for all 
HEX(G[R]) andf’(r;)= ... =f’(rL). Since 
N(s’:GIR”])=N(s’:Ho)={r;,...,rh}uR,, 
and IR,.J = k - 2, we have If’(N(s’: G [R’]))/ 6 k - 1. Therefore, f’ can be extended to 
a k-colouringf’ of G[R’], i.e.,f’ =f” IG,R1. By induction, there is a g&?,(G) satisfying 
glH -f” lH for every 
HEX(G[R~])=(X(G[R])-X~~)~{H~}. 
Clearly, for every HEX(G[R]), we obtain glH -f” IH = f’ lH -&. This proves (2.2). 
Having established (2.2) in both cases, we now infer the validity of Theorem 2. 0 
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Consider a graph G which is the union of n22 forests. It is easy to see that each 
subgraph of G contains a vertex of degree at most 2n - 1 implying that x(G) < 2n. The 
complete graph Kin shows that this bound is best possible. In the case where n- 1 of 
these forests are star forests we do not know whether this upper bound for x(G) can be 
lowered essentially for n 2 3. 
Note added in proof. Theorem 2 remains valid if the condition (1.4) for a (k, F, R, S)- 
graph is omitted. The proof needs to be only slightly modified. 
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